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Bubbles forming due to decompression of a liquid saturated with dissolved gas at elevated pressures when it
enters a low pressure liquid pool can either limit or promote the eﬃciency of several ground and space applications. Among the experimental parameters inﬂuencing ﬂow decompression degassing, dissolution pressure is
the most studied, yet controversial, parameter. The present work aims to shed light on how dissolution pressure
of a liquid aﬀects the ﬁnal size of bubbles and the generated gas fraction by conducting gas desorption (degassing) experiments of liquid jets that decompress passing though a nozzle to a vertical column ﬁlled with the
same non-degassed liquid. Bubbles size distributions at diﬀerent radial positions in the column are computed
analyzing high resolution digital images. A patented electrical impedance technique is employed to measure
instantaneously local volumetric gas fraction. Flow dispersion in the column is studied by residence time distributions using conductivity tracers. On-line continuous dissolved oxygen measurements yield the kinetics and
ﬁnal extent of degassing. Experimental results are discussed to comprehend why bubbles size distributions vary
with dissolution pressures and how this variation aﬀects gas fraction in the column.

1. Introduction
The formation of bubbles during decompression of a liquid saturated with dissolved gas is caused by desorption of the dissolved gas.
The extent of gas desorption depends on the level of supersaturation.
Therefore, when a saturated liquid is decompressed, dissolved gas
desorbs until the liquid reaches equilibrium again regarding the ﬁnal
pressure conditions [1]. Bubble formation during liquid degassing may
be also initiated by cavitation in case pressure drops below the vapor
pressure [2–4]. The generated bubbles grow in size due to mass
transfer, until the gas concentration gradient between bubbles and
surrounding liquid becomes zero [5,6]. Even after the completion of
liquid degassing, bubble size may further evolve due to coalescence of
adjacent bubbles [7].
Flow decompression degassing is the process which a pressurized
saturated liquid undergoes when its pressure drops, e.g. when it exits a
nozzle or an oriﬁce. It is encountered in a number of ground and space
applications. In some applications, the formation of bubbles due to ﬂow
decompression degassing is undesirable. For instance, degassing of liquids in miniature loop heat pipes (mLHPs), used for thermal control of
electronics in workstations and satellites, limit their heat removal capacities [8]. Similarly, decompression degassing of lubricants while

circulating in aircraft turbines deteriorates their cooling properties [9].
In industry, cavitation may cause the aging of pumps [10]. In oil recovery, water must be de-oxygenated prior to injection, as the desorption of oxygen promotes corrosion and growth of certain bacteria
[11]. Furthermore, Decompression Sickness (DCS) is triggered by the
formation of bubbles desorbing from the supersaturated body tissues of
divers and astronauts, when they are exposed to reduced pressure
conditions [12]. On the contrary, there are applications where ﬂow
decompression degassing is desirable. For instance, it constitutes the
main working principle of Dissolved Air Flotation (DAF) in wastewater
treatment applications. In DAF tanks, water saturated with dissolved air
is injected through nozzles to generate bubbles that adhere onto suspended solid particles and promote their separation from wastewater by
dragging them to the tank free surface [13]. Regarding space, the injection of a liquid propellant containing dissolved gases inside the
combustion chamber of a rocket, may improve spray atomization [14].
The size of bubbles is a crucial parameter for the applications’ efﬁciency and proper functioning. In order to be able to control the size of
generated bubbles in ﬂow decompression degassing systems, it is important to study the eﬀect of several experimental parameters on ﬁnal
bubble size. In literature, such works were conducted chieﬂy with respect to DAF application. Researchers have studied the inﬂuence of
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Nomenclature
C
Ceq
D
d1,0
Fm
L
L1
Q
R
Rc
r
Reﬂow
Rejet

S
StDev
t
tresidence
t1
t2
Ububbles
Ubuoyancy
Uﬂow
Ujet
V
z
γ
ε
σ

dissolved gas concentration (kg/m3)
gas solubility (kg/m3)
column internal diameter (m)
mean bubble diameter (m)
Foaming number (–)
column height (m)
height of perfect mixing in the column (m)
liquid ﬂow rate (m3/s)
column radius (m)
bubble critical radius (m)
radial distance from the column center (m)
ﬂow Reynolds number (–)
jet Reynolds number (–)

supersaturation (–)
gas fraction standard deviation (–)
time during injection (s)
jet average residence time in the column (s)
jet residence time in the mixing zone (s)
jet residence time in the plug ﬂow (s)
bubble velocity (m/s)
bubble velocity due to buoyancy (m/s)
ﬂow velocity in the column (m/s)
jet velocity (m/s)
volume of the column (m3)
vertical distance from column’s bottom (m)
surface tension (N/m)
gas fraction (–)
bubble diameter standard deviation (–)

indicate generation of smaller bubbles when higher dissolution pressures are employed [13,16,17,19]. Contrarily, some others report that
dissolution pressure does not aﬀect bubble size at all [7,23,25]. Rodrigues and Rubio [25] state that bubble size is exclusively associated
with the type of nozzle and that employment of higher dissolution
pressures results only in higher populations of same sized bubbles, due
to the higher concentrations of dissolved air. In between, there are
researchers supporting that there is a maximum dissolution pressure
above which there is no signiﬁcant eﬀect on bubble size. For water as
the injected liquid, Couto et al. [20] spot this critical maximum pressure at 300 kPa, while Schers and Van Dijk [26] at 500 kPa. Comparison
between the average bubble sizes obtained from the above studies is
meaningless due to varying experimental conditions (nozzle geometry,
column dimensions, mixing). Moreover, macrobubbles present in the
corresponding two phase ﬂows are either taken [7,18,20] or not taken
[19,25] into consideration during measurements.

several DAF experimental parameters on the size of bubbles, motivated
by the fact that the large surface area provided by microbubbles ampliﬁes the possibility of bubble-ﬂoc successful collision [15,16].
Namely, Rykaart and Haarhoﬀ [7], Takahashi et al. [17], Ponasse et al.
[18] and De Rijk et al. [19], have studied the eﬀect of nozzle geometry
on bubble size. The role of liquid surface tension [18,20], liquid viscosity [21,22] and gas solubility [16] and have been investigated as well.
Other examined parameters are the liquid ﬂow rate [17,19], partial
liquid saturation [3,16], turbulence intensity in the saturation system
[23] and the introduction of extra air at the nozzle’s top to break the
bubbles [24].
Nevertheless, the most studied experimental parameter of all is the
pressure level at which liquid is saturated with the gas (dissolution
pressure), as it determines the concentration of dissolved gas in the
liquid mass. Yet, the eﬀect of dissolution pressure on bubble size remains controversial. Some researchers report experimental results that
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Fig. 1. Flow diagram.
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Experiments are performed at 25 °C. A bath circulator (C10, Thermo
Haake) is used to thermal regulate the liquid phase before it is introduced to the saturator and the column. The gas-liquid system under
investigation is atmospheric air and NaCl solution (0.019% w/w) in
deionized water. Electrical conductivity of the liquid phase is 500 μS/
cm, simulating that of tap water. Dissolution pressure is the main experimental variable. Four diﬀerent saturation (absolute) pressure levels
are examined (220 kPa, 300 kPa, 400 kPa and 500 kPa). Table 1 presents the experimental conditions for each dissolution pressure. The
measured liquid ﬂow rate (Q) values ﬁt with Bernoulli equation in case
of a 0.8 ( ± 0.03) discharge coeﬃcient. Jet velocity (Ujet) at the nozzle
exit equals the measured liquid ﬂow rate over the nozzle cross-sectional
area. Similarly, liquid ﬂow velocity in the column (Uﬂow) is calculated
considering the measured liquid ﬂow rate and the column cross-sectional area. Jet and liquid ﬂow Reynolds numbers (Rejet, Reﬂow) are also
shown indicating the corresponding turbulence intensities. The ﬂow is
highly turbulent in the jet region but laminar away from the jet.
It is noted that the present experimental campaign refers to the
combined variation of dissolved gas concentration and liquid jet ﬂow
rate (as occurs in real decompression liquid degassing applications).
The goal of this work is to obtain an overview of the dominant phenomena of the process. At a next step the important experimental
parameters will be isolated in order to evaluate their separate contribution to the process outcome (e.g. bubble size distribution).
Bubbles images are recorded using a still digital camera (CANON
EOS 70D) with a frame resolution of 20MP, supported by CANON EF
100 mm f/2.8 Macro USM Lens and six CANON extension rings (total
length 130 mm) for magniﬁcation. The camera is ﬁxed on a micrometering translation table to enable focusing on speciﬁed radial positions across the column. A cool white LED spot is adjusted as backlight
diametrically opposite to the camera to illuminate the ﬂow inside the
column (Fig. 3a). Optical measurements are conducted 90 cm above the
nozzle exit (z/D = 22.5). The decision to measure at this height is
justiﬁed later in the text. Bubble images are captured at diﬀerent radial
positions across the column. These positions are: the region close to
column walls (r/R = 1), 5 mm away from the column walls (r/
R = 0.75) and 15 mm away from the column walls (r/R = 0.25), where
“r” is the distance from the center of the column and “R” is the column
radius. Focus at r/R = 0.25 is possible only in case of dilute bubbly ﬂow
(220 kPa). Optical distortion due to the cylindrical shape of the column
is estimated by capturing images of a mesh, immersed at diﬀerent radial
positions inside the column. According to the results, vertical mesh

The above controversy is the motivation for this work. On this account, ﬂow decompression degassing experiments are carefully designed and executed. For the ﬁrst time, the eﬀect of dissolution pressure
on ﬁnal bubble size is studied combining measurements of a number of
experimental quantities: size distribution of bubbles at diﬀerent radial
positions in the column, local instantaneous volumetric gas fraction,
ﬂow dispersion (liquid jet-bulk mixing) in the column, kinetics and ﬁnal
extent of gas desorption. The experimental results are discussed in detail, aiming to correlate them with bubbles formation, growth and
dispersion along the column.
2. Materials and methods
The experimental setup is shown in a ﬂow diagram, Fig. 1. The gas
phase dissolves and saturates the liquid phase inside the saturator. The
saturator is a stainless steel pressure resistant cylindrical vessel. Liquid
phase is manually introduced in the saturator through a removable lid
until it is approximately half full. High pressure gas generated by a
compressor enters the saturator through ﬂexible tubes. Desired pressure
levels are regulated by a pressure control valve (PCV-1). Pressure
conditions inside the saturator are indicated by a pressure gauge (PI-1).
Saturation of the liquid phase with gas is achieved by vigorous manual
shaking of the vessel which rapidly refreshes large surface areas for
mass transfer. Shaking is continuous until the vessel pressure stabilizes
to a desired dissolution pressure (above ambient pressure) which means
that gas dissolution has approximately reached equilibrium at this
pressure.
The level of liquid saturation (%) is measured before each experiment. A special sealed stainless steel cylindrical vessel (Dissolved
Oxygen Vessel) is constructed for this purpose. The gas saturated liquid
is transferred from the saturator to the DO vessel by means of a small
pressure diﬀerence (a slight opening of HV-7 generates 10 kPa pressure
diﬀerence between the two vessels). A dissolved oxygen optical probe
(Pro ODO, YSI) is ﬁxed air-tight in the DO vessel (DOI-1). This probe is
tolerant to pressure exposure up to 600 kPa.
Decompression experiments take place in a plexiglass vertical
column, open to atmosphere. The column is 147 cm long with internal
diameter D = 40 mm. The column is ﬁlled with test liquid up to its top.
An aluminum nozzle with a 600 μm diameter is adjusted at the bottom
of the column through which saturated liquid is injected upwards inside
the column. Nozzle geometry is presented in Fig. 2. This vertical injection allows the jet to travel enough distance without interference
with the column walls. Upon its exit from the nozzle, the liquid jet is
exposed to ambient pressure (plus a hydrostatic pressure of 147 cm
water) and becomes supersaturated with dissolved gas. Instantly, gas
desorption starts. Gas bubbles nucleate within the liquid jet and grow in
size while ascending in the column towards the liquid free surface. In
order to maintain the same conditions during the whole experiment, the
level of decompression has to remain constant. To do so, compressed air
keeps entering the saturator at the desired pressure level during the
whole injection period. The ﬂow rate of the saturated liquid injected in
the column is measured by a turbine ﬂow meter (FHK-Ryton-10,
GREISINGER) (FM-1). During the injection, the column overﬂows and
the overﬂowing liquid is collected inside an open vessel through a
tubing system. As a result, the column height and thus the hydrostatic
pressure remains constant during the experiment.
In case the liquid pressure drops below vapor pressure at the constriction part of the nozzle, cavitation occurs and vapor bubbles form
inside the nozzle. However, pressure recovery at the nozzle exit forces
the generated vapor to recondense instantaneously. The remaining
bubble nuclei act together with other microparticles present in the liquid phase (e.g. liquid pollutants), as nucleation sites for liquid degassing (dissolved gas transfers from the supersaturated liquid mass to
the bubble nuclei growing their size) [3]. Therefore, the possibility of
cavitation is expected to aﬀect the number and size of degassing bubbles to some extent, however this eﬀect is diﬃcult to be quantiﬁed.

Fig. 2. Nozzle geometry schematic description (cut view).
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220 kPa
300 kPa
400 kPa
500 kPa

Q (L/min)

Ujet(m/s)

Rejet (–)

Uﬂow (mm/s)

Reﬂow (–)

0.191
0.281
0.325
0.368

11.3
16.6
19.2
21.7

6759
9943
11,500
13,022

2.5
3.7
4.3
4.9

101
149
173
195

Electrical Conductivity (ȝS/cm)

Table 1
Experimental conditions under the working dissolution pressures.

dimension remains unaﬀected both by the column shape and the radial
distance. Thus, determination of bubble size is based on their ‘vertical
radius’. A shutter speed of 1/1250, an f-number varying from f/11 to f/
16 and an ISO number of 1000 are the camera settings applied for
capturing proper bubble images. The depth of ﬁeld is Δr/R = 0.05 and
the optical resolution is 3 pixel/4 μm. To check for repeatability, experiments are conducted three times per experimental condition (dissolution pressure and radial position).
CANON EOS Utility software is used to capture bubble images automatically every 5 s. Obtained data are saved as raw images and are
imported to a custom software [27] for analysis. This software is capable of bubbles auto-detection and radius measurement, resulting in
Bubble Size Distributions (BSD). More than 500 bubbles are measured
at each experimental run in order to obtain statistically signiﬁcant results. Arithmetic mean bubble diameter d1,0 and standard deviation σ
are calculated for single peak BSDs. For bimodal BSDs, in addition to
the overall d1,0, also the mean diameter d1,0 and standard deviation σ of
each peak are calculated.
Volumetric gas fraction measurements are conducted simultaneously with optical measurements using a patented ultra-sensitive
electrical impedance technique [28]. The technique senses the ﬂow
using a pair of metallic ring electrodes located at 90 cm above the
nozzle exit (z/D = 22.5), ﬂush-mounted at the inner walls of the
column (Fig. 3b). The distance between the two electrodes is Δz/
D = 0.5, so the measuring volume is 25 ml. Continuous electrical impedance data obtained during measurement are transformed into gas
fraction time series based on Maxwell’s model. Further information
regarding the technique is provided by Evgenidis and Karapantsios
[29].
Residence time distributions are estimated using conductivity tracers (NaCl), aiming to study mixing conditions inside the column when
a liquid jet discharges from the nozzle into the liquid in the column at
various dissolution pressures. A compressed aqueous NaCl solution of
high conductivity (1000 μm/S) (not gas saturated) is injected into
deionized water contained in the column. The overﬂowing liquid from
the column enters a 250 ml open vessel (Overﬂow Vessel, Fig. 1). A
digital electrical conductivity probe (HI763100, Hanna Instruments) is
immersed in the vessel, providing instantaneous measurements of liquid overﬂow electrical conductivity. Experiments are also conducted
to examine whether the presence of bubbles modify the mixing proﬁle
in the column. For this, the compressed liquid is ﬁrst saturated with
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Fig. 4. Non saturated and saturated residence time distributions using conductivity tracers under various initial pressures.

dissolved gas before injection, so as its decompression to provoke
bubble formation in the column.
Aiming to verify that bubbles have gained their ﬁnal size when
reaching the measuring point (z/D = 22.5), gas desorption kinetics and
ﬁnal extent of degassing are evaluated. For this purpose, decompression
degassing experiments under various dissolution pressures are conducted, during which the remaining dissolved oxygen concentration is
measured in the liquid as it overﬂows from the column at z/D = 22.5.
The DO optical probe is immersed in the Overﬂow Vessel, yielding
continuous dissolved oxygen readings during the experiments.

3. Results
3.1. Flow dispersion
The evolution of Electrical Conductivity (EC) tracer concentration in
the absence of bubbles is presented in Fig. 4. In order to directly
compare these residence time distribution curves, they are plotted
versus reduced time, i.e., EC (t/tresidence). This is accomplished by dividing real time values with the liquid jet’s residence time inside the
column. The average residence time in the column tresidence equals the
volume of the column (V) divided by the jet ﬂow rate (Q). The maximum t/tresidence value shows that the total volume of injected liquid
equals two times the liquid volume in the column. However, the time
required for the column to get completely ﬁlled with the incoming jet is
less, ∼1.7 ∗ tresidence, as indicated by the moment the overﬂow electrical conductivity reaches a plateau. At the beginning of injection, t/
tresidence = 0, the liquid overﬂow stream consists completely of deionized liquid preexisting in the column. Thus, electrical conductivity
values are very low (0–20 μS/cm). Moreover, the zero slope of the
curves denote a plug ﬂow behavior. At some point the slope increases.

Fig. 3. (a) Camera and lighting during optical measurements, (b) Electrodes adjusted on the column during electrical measurements.
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fraction of large bubbles over small ones seems to increase when approaching the column center (r/R = 0.75) [32]. It must be noted that
the boundaries of bubbles ﬂowing close to the column center (at r/
R = 0.25) are considered accurate only under the dissolution pressure
of 220 kPa. This happens because the great population of intervening
bubbles under 300 kPa and 400 kPa hide the bubbles ﬂowing close to
the center and result in blurry images. Image capturing at r/R = 0.25
under 500 kPa was not possible for technical reasons.
The visual observations above are further supported by Fig. 7. This
Figure presents BSDs at r/R = 1, r/R = 0.75 and r/R = 0.25 for the
lowest and the highest dissolution pressure, namely, 220 kPa and
500 kPa. Mean bubble sizes d1,0 are displayed at the inset table for
easier comparison. For the case of 220 kPa, BSDs and mean bubble sizes
appear akin at the three radial positions. Thus, bubbles of all sizes are
homogeneously spread across the column. On the contrary, at 500 kPa,
although the peak for both small and large bubbles remains at the same
bubble diameter for the two radial positions, the frequency of large
bubbles increases compared to that of small bubbles at r/R = 0.75. The
fact that under 500 kPa bubbles sizes near the wall are diﬀerent than
across the rest of the column is further indicated by the diverging mean
diameters. The tendency of large bubbles to ﬂow close to the column
center is attributed to the action of Saﬀman lift force [33]. BSDs at
diﬀerent radial positions for the other dissolution pressures are not
displayed in the plot due to large concentration of data. However, it is
worthy to report that bubbles radial dispersion under 300 kPa follows
the trend of 220 kPa, whereas that of 400 kPa resembles 500 kPa. As far
as we know, this is the ﬁrst time that radial bubble size variation across
a degassing column is studied during ﬂow decompression.
As radial bubble size homogeneity is not valid for every dissolution
pressure, the eﬀect of dissolution pressure on bubble size is presented
separately for each radial position. Fig. 8a and b show the obtained
BSDs under the examined dissolution pressures at r/R = 1 and r/
R = 0.75 respectively. Mean diameters and standard deviation values
are included at the inset table. For the unimodal BSDs at 220 kPa and
300 kPa there are unique mean and standard deviation values. Yet, for
the bimodal BSDs at 400 kPa and 500 kPa there are two mean and
standard deviation values, one for microbubbles and one for macrobubbles. Mean bubble diameter for 220 kPa is 266 μm. According to
Fig. 8a and b, increasing the dissolution pressure from 220 kPa to
300 kPa triggers the formation of microbubbles during degassing. The
size of microbubbles remains the same at higher dissolution pressures.
What really changes in case of 400 kPa and 500 kPa is the formation of
macrobubbles co-existing with microbubbles within the ﬂow. The
fraction of macrobubbles increases with pressure and radial distance
from the column wall. Even though the range of bubble radius in the
reported bubble size distributions stops at 800 μm there are still a few
bubbles overcoming that size, the contribution of which, however, in
the number probability densities of Figs. 7 and 8 is negligible.
Mean diameters at 220 kPa (Fig. 8a and b) are completely out of

This abrupt increase is attributed to mixing of the incoming jet with the
column liquid. The similarity among curves in Fig. 4 implies that the
eﬀect of dissolution pressure on ﬂow dispersion inside the column is not
signiﬁcant. The slight deviation of the residence time distribution under
300 kPa from those under 220 kPa, 400 kPa, 500 kPa is considered
within the margin of experimental error and has no direct physical
meaning. Comparison between the solid line (unsaturated liquid) and
the dashed line (saturated liquid) for 220 kPa in Fig. 4 illustrates the
inﬂuence of bubbles formation on ﬂow behavior. Bubbles generated
due to decompression of saturated liquid shortens the initial (zero
slope) plug ﬂow period and amplify mixing. The presence of bubbles
has two eﬀects on residence time distributions. One is to reduce residence time (by increasing volumetric ﬂow) and the other to increase
dispersion (by creating liquid velocity proﬁles around the bubbles)
[30]. These two eﬀects explain the proﬁle of residence time distribution
in the presence of bubbles shown in Fig. 4. Curves for saturated liquid
injection at other dissolution pressures show alike behavior, but are not
displayed because of data overcrowding.
3.2. Gas desorption eﬃciency
The concentration of dissolved gas determining the liquid saturation
state is proportional to pressure (Henry’s law). Initial liquid saturation
is a parameter regularly mentioned in studies regarding DAF eﬃciency,
as it determines the liquid-bubble mass transfer gradient and thus affects both bubble growth rate and ﬁnal bubble size. Interestingly,
Vlyssides et al. [16] claimed that ﬁnal bubble size is aﬀected by the
applied decompression step, ΔP, but is insensitive to whether the liquid
is fully or partially saturated. In the present work the initial saturation
of the compressed liquid is measured by the Dissolved Oxygen (DO)
optical probe, prior to injection. According to DO measurements,
compressed liquid is always ∼90% saturated regardless of the duration
of vigorous shaking of the saturator and the employed pressure. This
value suggests satisfactory eﬃciency of the employed saturation system
since saturation values reported in literature vary from 70 to 97%
[13,16,19,24,31].
Fig. 5 shows the concentration of oxygen dissolved in the liquid
stream overﬂowing from the column at z/D = 22.5 during the injection
of a compressed, gas saturated, liquid jet inside the column. Diﬀerent
curves correspond to diﬀerent initial pressures employed for liquid
compression and saturation. At the beginning of all curves, dissolved
oxygen is below the saturation level concerning atmospheric pressure
and temperature of 25 °C (8.26 mg/L). This is not surprising, as at the
beginning of injection the overﬂowing liquid is actually the liquid
preexisting in the column. Small diﬀerences in the initial dissolved
oxygen values between the curves correspond to diﬀerent days of the
experiments and thus diﬀerent levels of saturation of the preexisting
column liquid. Fig. 5 indicates that the injected liquid stream gets almost completely degassed when reaching z/D = 22.5. Even in the case
of 500 kPa, where the liquid jet initial supersaturation is the highest
(360% of the value at atmospheric pressure), liquid overﬂow supersaturation decreases to 13.5% (9.4 mg/L). This means that above z/
D = 22.5, bubbles are not expected to grow further in size because the
driving force for gas desorption diminishes. Consequently, one can assume that the optical and electrical results obtained at z/D = 22.5
correspond to almost completely degassed liquid.

Dissolved Oxygen (mg/L)

9.6

3.3. Bubbles size distribution
First goal of the optical measurements is to investigate whether
bubbles are homogeneously distributed across the column for every
dissolution pressure. Indicative bubble images captured at r/R = 1, r/
R = 0.75 and r/R = 0.25 are presented in Fig. 6 for all the examined
dissolution pressures. In case of 220 kPa and 300 kPa, bubble images at
diﬀerent radial distances look alike. On the other hand, bubble radial
distribution is not so homogenous for 400 kPa and 500 kPa, as the

9.4
9.2

300kPa

9

220kPa

500kPa

8.8

400kPa

8.6
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300kPa

8.4
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500kPa

8.2
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t/tresidence (-)
Fig. 5. Concentration of oxygen dissolved in the liquid stream exiting the column at z/
D = 22.5, under various dissolution pressures.
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r/R=0.75

r/R=0.25

4.6mm

220kPa

r/R=1

500kPa

400kPa

300kPa

6.9mm

Fig. 6. Bubble images at r/R = 1, r/R = 0.75 and r/R = 0.25 under 220 kPa, 300 kPa, 400 kPa and 500 kPa dissolution pressures.

Fig. 7. Bubble size distributions at r/R = 1, r/R = 0.75 and r/R = 0.25 for 220 kPa and 500 kPa.

this critical diameter, they showed that the fraction of macrobubbles
increases with dissolution pressure. Their conclusion is valid also in the
present work, excluding the case of 220 kPa where macrobubbles
fraction approaches 100%. Rykaart and Haarhoﬀ [7] attributed the
formation of macrobbubles to coalescence due to both large concentrations of bubbles and large eddies in the ﬂow. Ponasse et al. [18]
set the macrobubbles limit diameter to 500 μm and reported their
presence when saturated water was released from 400 kPa to the atmosphere. Formation of macrobubbles was attributed again to coalescence, although this time due to the weak hydrodynamic turbulence
away from the nozzle. Apparently, if DAF application is of concern the

range regarding the results of relative DAF works which vary between
30 and 70 μm for operating pressures of 200–600 kPa [7,15,17,23,25].
However, the range of microbubbles obtained at higher dissolution
pressures ﬁt nicely with the above results, albeit the presence of macrobubbles which renders the overall mean diameters at 400 kPa and
500 kPa signiﬁcantly larger. It must be noted that in some previous
works, macrobubbles could not even be detected by the employed optical techniques [19,24,25].
The presence of macrobubbles in DAF is mentioned also by other
researchers. Rykaart and Haarhoﬀ [7] set the limit to 150 μm (diameter
value) above which bubbles are considered as macrobubbles. Based on
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Fig. 8. Bubble Size Distributions under various dissolution pressures, (a) at r/R = 1 and (b) at r/R = 0.75.

frequency of macrobubbles generation becomes signiﬁcant under
500 kPa dissolution pressure. High buoyancy velocities of these

present study suggests that in the employed geometry of the column a
dissolution pressure close to 300 kPa is advantageous since the fraction
of macrobubbles is minimum.

1

3.4. Volumetric gas fraction

0.8

İ (%)

Fig. 9 displays an indicative gas fraction (ε) evolution curve at z/
D = 22.5 during the decompression degassing of a liquid jet saturated
at 300 kPa. At the beginning of injection, only liquid ﬂows between the
ring electrodes at z/D = 22.5 and thus the gas faction is zero. As time
proceeds, more desorbed gas rises to the electrodes, and as a result the
gas fraction increases until it reaches steady state.
Fig. 10 presents mean gas fraction (ε) values at z/D = 22.5 generated due to the decompression of a liquid saturated at 220 kPa, 300 kPa,
400 kPa and 500 kPa. The error bars show the standard deviation of
several repetitions under the same experimental conditions. Based on
Henry’s law, one would expect the desorbed gas fraction to increase
linearly with dissolution pressure as the excess dissolved gas is proportional to the level of decompression. The only exception to this
linear behavior is the low mean gas fraction value measured at under
500 kPa. According to the optical results presented above (Fig. 8), the

0.6
0.4
0.2
0

0
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Time (s)
Fig. 9. Gas fraction (ε) time evolution during the whole injection under 300 kPa dissolution pressure, at z/D = 22.5.
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1.2

average bubble sizes are associated with larger StDev/εav values. This
not only conﬁrms the present optical bubble size data but also shows
that arguments made over discreet optical snapshots are valid continually during the degassing period.

İ (%)

1

0.8

4. Discussion
The process presented here is very complicated incorporating several sub-processes (i.e. complex ﬂow and dissolved gas concentration
ﬁelds combined with bubble nucleation, growth and coalescence). The
above constitutes a far more complicated case than the existing
knowledge on conventional bubble columns (where bubbles are simply
introduced and not gradually created inside the ﬂow ﬁeld) and as a
result its direct modeling is prohibitively complicated. In addition, the
ﬂow ﬁeld is much more intense than those met in bubble columns. It is
noted that a jet like the present one becomes unstable at a Reynolds
number around 50 [36]. Here the Reynolds number is of the order of
several thousands (see Table 1) rendering necessary the use of turbulence models and thus introducing uncertainty to the modeling process
[37]. The existence of bubbles further complicates the ﬂow ﬁeld. So the
choice here is to use mixing models to empirically model the ﬂow ﬁeld
based on the experimental residence time distributions. The measured
gas fraction is always much less than 10% so a one way coupling between liquid and gas ﬂow can be approximately assumed. Therefore,
only the liquid residence time distributions will be used to extract the
mixing model.
Initially a generalized dispersion model is considered to model the
ﬂow [38]. The high shear created by the decelerating liquid jet combined to the zero wall velocity leads to strong recirculation (and thus
high mixing) at the jet region. The jet decelerates along the ﬂow and
eventually vanishes to a simple laminar ﬂow (small mixing). The above
view is conﬁrmed by visual observations in S1 Video. Turbulent ﬂow at
the bottom of the column is indicated by the chaotic bubbles trajectory.
Flow turns to laminar as it moves to the top, thus bubbles follow a
smoother vertical path towards the liquid free surface. So, a decreasing
dispersion coeﬃcient is expected from the bottom to the top of the
column. Attempts to ﬁt the experimental residence time distribution
showed that the data could be approximately described by a very large
dispersion coeﬃcient up to a speciﬁc column height and by a zero
dispersion coeﬃcient for the rest of the column. This behavior permits
the approximation of the generalized mixing model with a much simpler one: perfect mixing up to a height z = L1 and no mixing from
z = L1 to bubble column top z = L. The only ﬁtting parameter is the
value of L1. The particular model leads to the following equations for
the residence time distribution EC(t/tresidence) (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 10. Mean gas fraction (ε) at various dissolution pressures.

Fig. 11. Gas fraction (ε) ﬂuctuations with time under several dissolution pressures.
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Fig. 12. Fitting residence time distribution curve of 220 kPa with theoretical exponential
equation.

macrobubbles restrict their residence time inside the column and
therefore reduce the gas fraction [34].
Fig. 11 shows the ﬂuctuations of gas fraction (ε) measurements
during a time series of only 10 s for every examined dissolution pressure. These 10 s period is selected to start 400 s after injection, so as to
be part of the steady state region for all dissolution pressures. As Kostoglou [35] suggested theoretically and Evgenidis and Karapantsios
[29] conﬁrmed experimentally, the ratio of the gas fraction standard
deviation (StDev) over the gas fraction mean value (εav) is proportional
to the average bubble size. The same is seen here, too, since larger
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Fig. 13. Complete mixing column length, varying with dissolution pressure.

S1 Video.
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tresidence = t2 + t1 and t1 =

L1
× tresidence
L

(3)

The residence time of the liquid in the mixing zone of the column is
t1, while t2 denotes liquid residence time in the plug ﬂow zone. A typical ﬁt of the above equations to the 220 kPa data is shown in Fig. 12.
It is noted that the smooth uprising behavior of data at the region t = t1
rather does not reﬂect a gradually increasing dispersion at the upper
part of the column but it is completely explained by the way of obtaining the experimental curve, i.e., by measuring conductance in a
small mixing vessel outside the column (Overﬂow Vessel, Fig. 1) which
is equivalent to apply a smoothing operator to the mixing model
equation. The value of the length L1 as a function of the liquid dissolution pressure is presented in Fig. 13. It is apparent that the length of
the completely mixed region increases slightly as the pressure (and thus
the jet ﬂow rate) increases.
Having approximately described the liquid ﬂow ﬁeld in the column
it is useful now to discuss the phenomena related to the appearance of
bubbles. At ﬁrst, supersaturation leads to bubble nucleation. The critical nucleus size can be easily assessed from the Young-Laplace equation Rc = 2γ/S where γ is the surface tension, S is the supersaturation
parameter deﬁned as S = (C/Ceq) − 1 (C is the gas concentration in
liquid and Ceq the corresponding gas solubility). A simple calculation
shows that Rc here is of the order of micrometers indicating that the
nucleation processes is not inﬂuenced by the turbulence. The nucleation

Fig. 14. Schematic description of, (a) Jet dispersion in the column and (b) Bubble formation and growth.
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somewhat for larger pressures. The slightly extended mixing length (see
Fig. 13) combined to nucleation and growth rates may also contribute
to broadening of the BSDs. The macrobubbles of the tail in these distributions are destabilized and leave the mixing area due to buoyancy.
Then, as they rise they scavenge the small bubbles that they encounter
in their trajectory increasing considerably their size (and leading to the
second mode in the corresponding BSDs). Such behavior is compatible
with the almost similar shapes of the narrow BSDs for 400 kPa and
500 kPa, and the somewhat broader shape for 300 kPa. The population
of macrobubbles increases as the pressure increases from 400 kPa to
500 kPa. The above scenario for large bubbles creation is conﬁrmed by
the corresponding video for the 500 kPa (S1 Video) which clearly shows
that at the top of the column large bubbles have merged with most
small ones. In general the problem at hand is a very complex one and
the above discussion gave only a ﬁrst physical explanation to some of
the observed phenomena. A complete understanding of the process
requires additional experiments having isolated the eﬀects of diﬀerent
parameters (measuring locations, dissolution pressures, injection velocities) and quantitative description of the phenomena.

rate is in general a strong function of supersaturation. There is no
meaning in attempting to compute characteristic nucleation times since
it is well known that the theory is too far from reality [39]. Bubbles
smaller than Rc disappear whereas those larger than Rc grow. Bubble
growth due to degassing for bubbles larger than 20 μm is dominated by
mass transfer [5]. So, bubbles start growing under the combined eﬀect
of diﬀusion and convection, due to the ﬂow ﬁeld created by bubble
growth itself. The relative signiﬁcance of the two phenomena are indicated by the so called foaming number Fm = (gas excess concentration in the liquid)/(gas density) [5]. The Foaming number in the present work never exceeds the value 0.1 (being much less in most of the
cases) indicating that the growth can be assumed to occur solely by
diﬀusion (i.e. quasi-steady conditions). As a bubble grows it starts to
accelerate due to buoyancy. Its increasing velocity creates a convection
contribution to mass transfer. In other words, the diﬀusional growth
increases bubble size leading to relative motion between bubble and
liquid, therefore, increasing further the mass transfer by convection.
Two other phenomena aﬀecting also bubble size are breakage and
coalescence. Bubble breakage does not occur in the present system, as
the size of bubbles is considerably small in the jet region (high turbulent
intensity) whereas at the region of larger bubbles the turbulent intensity is almost zero [40]. On the contrary, there are two sources of
coalescence in the present case. The ﬁrst refers mainly to smaller
bubbles and it has to do with turbulent velocity ﬂuctuations/gradients.
The second refers to larger bubbles and it has to do with diﬀerent
buoyancy velocities among the bubbles. A further complication arises
from the diﬀerent velocities between the liquid and gas phase due to
buoyancy. Adopting a very simple two phase ﬂow model, the continuity
equation for the gas (ignoring bubble growth) leads to Ububbles·ε = Κ
along the ﬂow, where ε is the gas fraction and K is a constant. This
implies that the gas fraction is ε = K/(Uﬂow + Ubuoyancy) which means
that for a ﬁxed dissolved gas concentration the gas fraction is inversely
proportional to bubble velocity and thus is directly aﬀected by bubble
size.
The sequence of phenomena occurring in the column may be as
follows. The liquid ﬂow ﬁeld starting from a high mixing region (surrounding the incoming jet) at the bottom and ending to a laminar ﬂow
region a bit higher (actually above L1) is shown in Fig. 14a. Bubbles
nucleate in the jet region and get trapped in the high mixing region
where apart from growth they may also undergo turbulent coalescence
(Fig. 14b). These phenomena may continue up to the ﬁrst part of the
low mixing region. Latter in this region the only phenomenon occurring
is gravity driven coalescence. The dominant phenomena in each region
according to the above scenario are shown in Fig. 14a, b. At this point,
selection of z/D = 22.5 height for measurement execution can be justiﬁed. Fig. 14b shows that z/D = 22.5 belongs to the zone of gravitational coalescence. This means that at z/D = 22.5 supersaturation has
diminished (Fig. 5) and so bubbles are not expected to grow further in
size. Furthermore, z/D = 22.5 belongs to the plug ﬂow region (Fig. 13)
where no ﬂow instabilities are expected. This can be also optically
witnessed in S1 Video, as smooth vertical trajectory of bubbles passes
from the measuring point. Measuring above z/D = 22.5 would intensify
the impact of gravitational coalescence on bubble size, resulting in
BSDs that diverge from those attributed to the desorption of gas.
Experimental ﬁndings of the present work are explained below. In
the case of lower liquid pressurization, the supersaturation is small
leading to low nucleation rate, small number of nuclei and thus to
larger bubble sizes at the end of degassing. In addition, gravitational
coalescence appears to contribute to the relative narrow size distribution. Smaller bubbles merge with larger ones narrowing the size distribution resulting from the well-mixed region. The nucleation rate is
larger in the case of 300 kPa pressure leading to a larger number of
nuclei and thus of a smaller ﬁnal bubble size (nucleation rate increases
non-linearly with supersaturation whereas dissolved gas concentration
increases linearly). Gravitational coalescence is insigniﬁcant in this case
due to the much smaller size of bubbles. The situation changes

5. Conclusions
The present work investigates the eﬀect of dissolution pressure on
the ﬁnal size of gas bubbles formed when a pressurized water jet saturated with dissolved gas is injected through a nozzle to a column of
low pressure stagnant water. For that purpose, a ﬂow decompression
degassing experimental setup is constructed. Four diﬀerent dissolution
pressures are employed (220 kPa, 300 kPa, 400 kPa and 500 kPa).
Dissolved oxygen measurements in the liquid overﬂowing stream conﬁrm completeness of gas desorption. It is shown that under 220 kPa
dissolution pressure, larger bubbles are formed as the desorbed gas is
distributed in a much lower number of nuclei. The size distribution
obtained is narrow as the mixing zone becomes more constricted under
low dissolution pressures. The slightly extended mixing length under
higher dissolution pressures (400 kPa and 500 kPa) leads to the
broadening of bubble size distributions. In addition, larger bubbles
grow more in size due to gravitational coalescence, resulting in bimodal
size distributions. Therefore, the narrow bubble size distribution with
an average size of 70 μm obtained under 300 kPa, makes this working
pressure the optimum one in terms of Dissolved Air Flotation application, regarding the geometry of the present degassing setup.
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